
 

 

New Jersey Needle Artists 
American Needlepoint Guild 

January 20, 2021 Meeting 
 
 

Hi Everyone – 
 
Linda M welcomed 33 NJNA members to our January Zoom meeting.  NJNA plans to continue 
meeting on Zoom for a few more months.  NJNA welcomes guests to attend one meeting 
before becoming an NJNA member.  If you want to invite a guest to come, please let Linda 
know so that she can admit them to the Zoom meeting. 
 
Last year, Linda’s focus as NJNA president was on increasing membership.  Our membership 
ranks have increased to 50(!), including 5 new members for ANG!  In 2021, Linda’s focus will be 
on improving communications with our members. 
 
The NJNA SOTM group had its first meeting of 2021.  All members are welcome to join this 
optional group which meets on the second Saturday of every month.  The only requirement is 
that you be working on either a current or past SOTM project when we meet in person.  We 
learn from each other.  This year, the group decided to offer three project options.  The three 
options are Stratigraphy, Asymmetrical Copper, and Petite Arabesque.  Please note that most of 
our members modify designs/colors to suit their own taste!  You can keep up with the group’s 
progress by following the NJNA blog. 
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The New Jersey Needle Festival is now scheduled for June 5, 2021.  We have one unsold seat 
that is available at the 2020 price of $65!  Please let Linda or Rosie know if you are interested in 
reserving that seat.  We will surrender the seat back to Needleworkers if no one wants it. 
 
Woodlawn has announced that the 2021 Needlework Show and Sale will be held from May 2 
through May 31, 2021.  More information will be shared when it is available.  Meanwhile, you 
might want to start thinking about sending a piece or two of your needlework to the exhibit.  
NJNA is a prime supporter of this fabulous exhibit. 
 
Registration for the 2021 ANG Seminar in Kansas City will open for members on February 8.  At 
this time, ANG still plans to hold an in-person seminar. 
 
Linda has a few sets of stretcher bars available from our stash sale.  So please let her know if 
you need a particular size and you might find yourself at one end of a fine bargain! 
 
Cathryn presented the planned programs for 2021. 
 

Month Speaker/Program Description 

February Ann Strite-Kurz 

Creative Adaptations for Canvas Embroidery- A good transition 
for the hesitant designer.  In this lecture Ann will show a number 
of her canvas designs with the original design source and will 
discuss how the various interpretations evolved.  She will also 
cover some of the basic design principles along with simple 
guidelines for handling color, balancing elements and handling 
curves on canvas. 

March Program Stitch-in and Show and Tell Gift Certificate Drawing 

April Lois Kerschner 

ACHIEVING PERSPECTIVE IN STITCHING.  Using many stitched 
examples, this lecture program illustrates how to achieve the 
illusion of depth in stitching—how to contrast colors, stitch sizes, 
thread types and texture to help make something appear to be 
close or further away.  Lois shares the techniques she uses in her 
own stitched thread scapes which includes a handout of stitching 
techniques for achieving perspective in your own work. 

May/ 
June Program 

David McCaskill’s Dolphin Topiary 
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July Valerie McAleenan 

Valerie is from Timeless NeedleArts Appraisals.  She holds a 
certified Needlework Appraiser by ANG as well as other 
certifications.  Do you see your needlework as an art form? Why 
should you have your needlework appraised?  Where do you turn 
when you want to ensure your needlework, goldwork , samplers 
or other forms of needlework textiles are appropriately valued? 

August Program 

Family Vintage Needlework -- the Idea is to provide pictures (or 
in person pieces) of historical needlework from our families.  For 
example, Cathryn has Cluny lace done by her great grandmother, 
tatting done by her great aunt, cross stitch from her 
grandmother and mother, hardanger from her cousin. 

September Jacqui Clarkson Why You Need Yellow in Your Life! 

October Vicki Wittershein 
Teacher/Designer with Edwardian Needle and EGA; becoming 
certified by NAN.  Vicki is refining a talk about working with felt 
markers on canvas and ribbons. 

November Program Stitch-in and Review of Woodlawn Submissions 
December Program Holiday Party!  (We hope!) 

 
Cathryn reviewed our two outreach projects from 2020.  NJNA stitched 70 (10%) of the Hearts 
for Hospice that were distributed by the Greater Kansas City Needlepoint Guild in 2020.  Many 
members have expressed interest in continuing to stitch these hearts which you are welcome 
to do.  Cathryn noted that anyone buying from the Needlepoint Destasher site will be offered a 
blank canvas heart to support this project – you need only check the box at check-out. 
 
Our other project, “Children’s Bookshelf” was presented to the Bernards Township Library in 
early December.  NJNA has since received thank you notes from the library and comments that 
the piece is receiving rave reviews.  The Bernardville News posted an article about the activity 
in their on-line edition.  We have also learned that ANG plans to highlight this activity in an 
upcoming edition of Needlepointers magazine! 
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Jill reported that we now have 50 members; she has received 32 renewals so far.  If you plan to 
renew and haven’t yet, checks ($30 to NJNA) are to be sent to Jill.  She will send out a reminder 
in the next few days.  Please note that the website password for members will change on or 
about February 1.  Jill will notify all renewing members with the new 2021 password. 
 
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $3,532.46.  Earlier in the day, she had 
sent the 2020 End of Year Financial Summary Report to all members.  There were no questions. 
 
Although NJNA had approved the 2021 budget at the December meeting, the NJNA Board made 
a few changes at its January board meeting.  Rosie had sent out the revised 2021 Budget before 
the meeting.  The main changes were an estimated increase in the number of members and a 
decrease in the budget for programs now that contracts have been signed.  The budget was 
approved by unanimous voice vote of the members. 
 
Carol F sent two “Congratulations on becoming a Grandmother” cards to Diane B and Cynthia S.  
Please let Carol know if you know of any members in need of a little sunshine! 
 
Ellen B shared three ideas that she is pursuing for workshops.  The first is “Stitcher’s Purse” by 
David McCaskill.  The second is a class in Or Nue taught by a Canadian teacher.  The third is an 
exclusive design by Vicki Wittershein for NJNA.  Stay tuned! 
 

 
Stitcher’s Purse by David McCaskill 

 
Linda P discussed the communication tools available to all NJNA members.  Information on how 
members can participate will be distributed in the coming months.  Linda P has started to blog 
on the NJNA blog:  https://blog.njneedleartists.org/.  Nancy B has been posting on our NJNA 
Facebook page (New Jersey Needle Artists – ask to join) and is in the process of setting up an 
Instagram account for us. 
 
After show and tell, Cathryn introduced Toni Gerdes, our guest speaker for the evening.  Toni 
presented a 45-minute lecture that explored newer threads as well as unique items and other 
techniques that can be added to your stitching, including embellishments, applique, needle 
felting, & a special "Wacky" copper lace technique.  We learned about using a glue stick to tame 
the tail on Entice thread, where to look for fabulous sequins, and about Petite Facets, a new 
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thread from Kreinik.  Quite a few of our credit cards got a workout afterwards!  I, for one, am 
planning to learn more about applying foil to a canvas! 
 
REMINDER:  Please pick up all needles/pins from the (library) floor.  Even more important 
now that we are stitching at home! 
 
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures.  I appreciate everyone sending me pictures that 
allowed me to share my screen with the group.  I would appreciate it if you would include 
relevant information about each completed project. 
 
Cheers, Rosie 
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Show and Tell 
 
 

  
These two inspirational words seemed like a good way to start show and tell for the new year!  
Cathryn stitched this ornament for Marge K in their “Wright Friends” stitching group.  Marge 
had asked for a “goal-oriented” ornament.  Cathryn chose these are two Kathy Schenkel 
canvasses and used her own stitch and thread choices.  It was finished by the Edwardian needle 
into a two-sided stand-up. 

 
 

  
Sylvia stitched this beautiful Kate Dickerson “Partridge in a Pear Tree” ornament, shown from 
two different angles.  Bedecked and Bedazzled provided the stitch guide.  It was finished by 

Pam at the Edwardian Needle.  Stunning work, Sylvia! 
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Cathryn stitched this canvas for our own Cynthia S who recently became a new Grandmother.  
The canvas is from Needle Me in Pennsylvania.  Cathryn chose her own threads and stitches.  

Although the background thread appears to be variegated, Cathryn didn’t think that Pepper Pot 
made variegated thread.  She learned that if a Pepper Pot thread has a “V” at the end of the 

color then it is indeed variegated.  It was finished into a pillow through the Edwardian Needle.  
Such a wonderful gift! 

 
 

 
Cathryn stitched this Scissor Case from the Elizabeth Turner collection (now Meredith 

Collection).  The thread and stitch choices were her own.  The finishing was done through the 
Edwardian Needle. 
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Linda P stitched this fun canvas that she calls “The Girls”!  Linda picked her own threads and 
stitches.  The letters are all beaded.  Pam from the Edwardian Needle gave some suggestions 

and lessons for the border.  How fun! 
 
 

 
Mally has finished stitching Lois Kershner’s “Naoshima Sunset”.  She got this design after 

Barbara told NJNA that Lois was having a sale!  This is a photo that Lois took and then 
embellished.  Lois is going to talk to us about this technique in April!  Beautiful stitching Mally – 

I can’t wait to see this in person! 
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When Pat B received this “Antelope” canvas by Melissa Shirley, it was partially stitched and all 

of the threads were with it.  So, Pat completed it!  At first I thought it was a reindeer because of 
the reins and saddle, but the antlers clearly show that it is an antelope!  So cute! 

 
 

 
Pat B treated herself for finishing “Antelope” by completing this “Snowman” canvas from 

Cooper Oaks.  The sparkles in the snowman’s body don’t show up in the photo.  Pat replaced 
the dull gray in the background with a variegated blue/purple Watercolours thread.  (I think it 

looks so much like a wintry sky!)  Pat says she added some beads for fun! 
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Nancy W completed the ANG/NJNA 2020 SOTM Quilt Star by adding a border using her 

variegated thread.  I think I am going to do the same on mine – I really like how it completes the 
design and holds it in!  Great idea, Nancy! 

 
 

  
Barbara L has completed two of the Margaret Bendig kimonos that NJNA stitched as a chapter 

project.  Above are Autumn Kimono and Winter Kimono.  Beautifully done! 
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Pat B is working on this Ruth Bader Ginsberg quote for her daughter’s office. The canvas is by 
&More.  Pat says that the laid stitch background has been rewarding and easy to compensate. 


